
Behind the MASC
NEWSLETTER OF THE MEDALLIC ART SOCIETY OF CANADA

Dear MASC members,

It is the end of another year and for those who have produced their 

medals for FIDEM 2020 they should now be on their way to Lynden 

for the January deadline. 

So, if you’re ready for a new project, I hope you are thinking about 

the Group of Seven! Our next MASC exhibit will take place at the 

prestigious Algonquin Art Centre gallery from May till October 

2020. The theme is to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the 

formation of the Group of Seven. The first exhibit of the Group of 

Seven was May 7th, 1920. Please, your medal must comply with 

this Group of Seven theme. For some of us, time will be tight to meet 

a deadline that may be as soon as April 1st, so don’t delay! I look 

forward to seeing everyone’s creation.

I thank all those who contributed their stories to our newsletter 

throughout the year. 

I also want to remind everyone that it is time to renew your  

membership for 2020. As is usual, only members may participate 

in MASC exhibitions, so please see to your renewal right away. 

Dues can be paid on line through PayPal on our www.medallicart.

ca web site or you can print the form on the back cover of this news-

letter and send your cheque by mail. 

Wishing all the Best for the holidays and the New Year!

Lorraine Wright 

President, MASC

December 2019 , Issue 51
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As an enthusiast and collector of art medals, it is a 
striking design that first attracts me to a particular 
art medal. I then enjoy the experience of holding the 
medal and appreciating its tactile qualities. I have 
written before about Dora de Pédery-Hunt’s advice 
to warm the medal in your hand as you feel the relief 
and, in so doing, allow the medal to become alive for 
you. This article will look at examining coins in a 
quest for excellent designs.

Annually the Royal Canadian Mint produces a few 
circulating commemorative coins, but these designs 
are insignificant to the number of coin products that 
are offered to collectors. It occurred to me that both 
the circulating coins and mint products offer some 
outstanding and attractive designs: the work of 
respected Canadian artists. Unlike circulating coins, 
the Mint products have a lustrous finish and are not 
intended to be handled. This is of small concern 
because the Mint strikes all coins with a fairly low 
relief compared to that of an art medal. Nonetheless, 
the thought remains, “How would some of these 
designs look as an art medal?”

As we come to the end of 2019 and all the circulating 
coins and mint products for the year have been 
released, I have done a review of all the designs and 
selected the ones that could stand on their own and 
be rendered as art medals. Some of the mint products 
have only a colourful image printed on the smooth 
coin surface; these offerings I immediately bypassed. 
Others had extra elements such as stones or glass 
images affixed after they were struck. These were 
also disqualified.

What remains are insightful and inspirational designs 
presented in the chronological order of their release. 
I can easily imagine a medallic artist carefully sculpt-
ing any one of these in high relief, ready for the 
foundry. Of course, the artist would not be compelled 
to include CANADA, a date or a denomination in the 
finished design, so I will leave it to you to remove 
such inscriptions in your mind’s eye as you view 
these selections.

Medallic Images
on Current Canadian Coins

 January  2019 $100 14-Karat Gold Coin – 
75th Anniversary of The Normandy Campaign – 

D-Day at Juno Beach by Glen Loates

On June 6, 1944, 14,000 Canadians stepped forward and fought to secure 
a beachhead on an 8-km stretch of Normandy coast. Many fell before 
reaching the shore; still, the brave Canadians pushed on, advancing 
farther than any of the Allies and clearing the way for the invading forces 
that followed.

 
by Paul R. Petch

With files from the Royal Canadian Mint
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 April  2019 $3 Fine Silver Coin – 
Queen Elizabeth Rose by Claudio D’Angelo

From promising bud to plentiful bloom, the hardy elegance of Rosa 
‘Queen Elizabeth’ makes it a popular choice for any summer garden.  
Its beauty is perfectly preserved on your pure silver coin, where rose 
gold plating clads each flower in the colour that traditionally signifies 
grace, love, and appreciation.

 February  2019 $125 Fine Silver Coin – 
The Benevolent Dragon by Chris and  

Rosina Reid of Three Degrees Creative Group

The benevolent dragon of Chinese tradition brings powerful blessings. 
This is why he is so attracted to the pearl, which he clutches in his claws 
or under his chin – a perfect sphere of wisdom, energy, and longevity. 
Traditional Chinese images often depict magical dragons chasing or 
holding a pearl that is sometimes glowing with flames. Associated with 
Qi energy, from which all creation flows, as well as with natural elements 
like the sun, the moon, thunder, and the egg, the pearl pulses with life 
and potential. Together, the dragon and the pearl generate a powerful, 
complex symbolism dealing with deep concepts such as truth and 
enlightenment.

 April  2019 $1 Canadian Circulation Coin – 
Equality by Joe Average

Over the last five decades, Canada has made significant strides in 
becoming a more inclusive society, guided by a belief in diversity, equality 
for all and the right to live free from discrimination, regardless of sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression or sex characteristics. On 
April 23rd, 2019 this coin commemorates 50 years since Canada took 
the first step towards decriminalizing homosexuality.

 May  2019 $30 Fine Silver Coin – 
60 Years of Prominence The St. Lawrence Seaway  

by Claire Watson

Its waters serve as the economic lifeblood for two nations. Its channels 
and locks connect North America’s heartland to the Atlantic Ocean – 
and the world beyond. The Seaway is an important shipping route for 
two nations, as well as a destination for recreational boaters.
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   July  2019 $25 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon Landing  
by Tony Bianco

50 years ago, humanity left Earth’s exosphere and landed the first  
humans on the Moon, imprinting the first footstep on its surface.  
History was made. Now, we look back on this day as a milestone in 
human history, literally reaching for the stars. While the United States 
launched and landed the spacecraft, Canadians also have every reason 
to celebrate. In fact, many don’t know that the Canadian company, 
Héroux-Devtek, designed the landing gear for the Apollo 11 Lunar 
Module. Technically, Canadian technology was the first object of Apollo 
11’s mission to touch the Moon.

 July 2019 $20 Pure Gold Coin – 
20th Anniversary of Nunavut by Germaine Arnaktauyok

To mark the 20th anniversary of Nunavut’s entry into Confederation, the 
Mint brought back the design that appeared on our $2 circulation coin 
in 1999 – the year that Nunavut, a proud declaration that means “our 
land” in Inuktitut, became a territory.

 June  2019 $50 Fine Silver Coin – 
Rose of the Winds by Pandora Young

A fixture on antique maps, compasses, and even modern navigational 
systems, the Rose of the Winds connects us to explorers of the past. It 
is a centuries-old symbol of exploration that suggests a world of possi-
bilities in every direction – and a reminder of where a person’s “True 
north” lies.

 May  2019 $2 Circulation D-Day 75th anniversary  
by Alan Daniel

$2 circulation coin honouring the brave Canadians who, landing in 
Normandy, France 75 years ago, helped establish the Allied foothold 
that would lead to the liberation of Western Europe.
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 July  2019 $30 Fine Silver Coin – 
The Fabric of Canada by Rebecca Yanovskaya

Canada’s iconic red-and-white flag first made its way up the flagpole 
on Parliament Hill at noon on February 15, 1965: a moment that was 
decades in the making. This coin has had the colour added after it was 
struck.

 September 2020 $1 Fine Silver Coin – 
Peace Dollar by Susan Taylor

Canada has long been associated with the search for a stable and  
secure international order. This connection began in 1957 when Lester 
B. Pearson won the Nobel Peace Prize for helping diffuse the Suez 
Crisis by creating the world’s first, large-scale United Nations peace-
keeping force. Over the next 40 years, Canada’s contribution in UN 
peacekeeping has become an intrinsic part of the country’s interna-
tional role amounting to roughly 80,000 peacekeepers.

 October  2019 $20 Fine Silver Coin – 
The Eagle Feather by Andy Everson

Strength. Peace. Wisdom. Honour. The eagle represents the noblest 
qualities a person can have. As a messenger to the Creator, its wing 
feathers deliver thoughts and prayers to the spirit world whenever the 
eagle takes to the skies. This “coin” shows reverence to both the eagle 
and its feather – two symbols that have special cultural and spiritual 
significance to Indigenous peoples in Canada.
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 October  2019 Special Edition Proof Silver Dollar – 
Louis Riel- Father of Manitoba by David Garneau

This coin, which commemorates Louis Riel’s place in history, is a cele-
bration of the cultural legacy of the Métis Nation and its resilience. This 
coin highlights the contributions of Louis Riel (1844–1885), and those 
of the Métis Nation, to the story of Canada. A defender of Métis rights 
and a catalyst for change, he was born 175 years ago in Saint-Boniface, 
in the province he later founded. In fact, it was 150 years ago that the 
National Committee led by Riel drafted an initial list of rights for the 
Métis Nation – a declaration in which land claims and language rights 
were preconditions to Manitoba’s entry into Confederation.

 November 2019 25-Cent Coin – 
First Canadian in Space by Tony Bianco

35 years ago on October 5, 1984 Space Shuttle Challenger lifts off, 
carrying Marc Garneau, the first Canadian to travel into space. One of 
the seven crewmembers of Mission STS-41-G, Garneau conducted 
multiple Canadian-designed experiments as a payload specialist. After  
8 days + 5 hours, orbiting Earth 133 times, he returned to Earth a 
Canadian hero. He would later set out on two more space flights: 
STS-77 in 1996 and STS-97 in 2000.

 November 2020 $20 Fine Silver Coin – 
Holiday Cookies by Maire-Élaine Cusson

A spoonful of ginger, a pinch of nutmeg and a dash of cinnamon . . . 
these are the spices that make the holidays nice. This year’s holiday coin 
from the Mint serves up some festive magic with a Murano glass ginger-
bread man on a plateful of cookies for Santa! Shortbread, chocolate chip 
and more – these decorated treats are a sweet reminder of a holiday 
baking tradition that is a recipe for family fun. With this final design I 
am setting aside my rules of no printed designs and no ornamentation 
affixed to the coin, simply so I may use it as I wish all MASC members a 
Joyous Holiday Season and Happiness Throughout the New Year.
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Group of Seven
1 0 0 T H  A N N I V E R S A R Y

M A S C  E x h i b i t

Franklin Carmichael

Lawren Harris

Arthur Lismer

Franz Johnson

Fredrick VarleyJ.E.H. MacDonald

A. Y. Jackson

May 7, 1920, in the Gallery of 
Toronto, (Now the Art Gallery of 
Ontario) exhibited a group of 
artists that called themselves the 
Group of Seven. Commonly know 
as the Algonquin School, their 
brightly coloured paintings created 
a unique Canadian Landscape 
style. The founding members of 
the Group of Seven are: A.Y. 
Jackson, Lawren Harris, J.E.H. 
MacDonald, Arthur Lismer, Franz 
Johnston, Frederick Varley, and 
Franklin Carmichael. The group 
was later joined by A.J. Casson, 
Edwin Holgate and L.L. FitzGerald. 
Tom Thomson, David Milne and 
Emily Carr are also associated 
with the group.

MASC Exhibit Location 
Located at km 20 on Hwy #60 
Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada 
https://algonquinartcentre.com

May to October 2020 

The Algonquin Art Centre is a 
world-class art gallery that show-
cases some of Canada’s foremost 
wilderness and wildlife artists. 
Located in one of Canada’s most 
beautiful provincial parks, the 
AAC is built upon a long tradition 
of artists in Algonquin Park from 
Tom Thomson to Michael Dumas.
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FIDEM Congress 2020

Come one come all! The FIDEM XXXVI Congress and Exhibit  to be held in Tokyo, 

Japan from October 22nd to October 25th, 2020 promises to be an unforgettable  

experience. My husband Doug and I had good fortune to wave the Canadian flag at 

the FIDEM Interim Meeting in Tokyo at the Interim Metting. The FIDEM XXXVI 

Committee provided the attendees a glimpse into their formidable organizational  

skills combined with incredible gracious hospitality.

by Susan Taylor

We were introduced to excellent Japanese cuisine, 
toured the beautiful conference rooms at the Gajoen 
Hotel Tokyo where there were fine paintings to be 
seen everywhere on the walls and ceilings. We also 
had an in-depth tour of the art museum where the 
medal exhibit will be held. This museum is also 
located in the Gajoen Hotel Tokyo. Excellent news 
since there will be many opportunities to visit the 
medal exhibit in between lectures and meetings.

Perhaps the most unexpected pleasure was visiting 
a high school to meet students learning about art 
medals. Philip Attwood gave an excellent lecture 
about the history of the art medal. Afterwards, we 
broke out into groups where Delegates and Vice 
Delegates had the opportunity to interact with the 
students. At each table, there was a tray of artifacts 
resembling medals. The students were asked de-
scribe what they liked or didn’t like about each piece 
in the tray and if it fit into their idea of a medal. The 
outcome was fascinating and listening to the students 
describe their ideas was revealing.

Directly after the lecture/workshop we visited a 
university to learn about the work of three artists: A 
young professor and two graduate students. It was 
extraordinary to see how they were reaching out into 

the community to teach young people about the art 
of the medal. The student medal exhibit to be held in 
conjunction with the FIDEM XXXVI exhibit should be 
quite exciting.

Attending the FIDEM XXXVI promises to  be an expe-
rience of a lifetime combined with the opportunity to 
mingle with fellow artists. What ever you do, pencil 
this into your calendar and plan to attend!

Philip being introduced to students just before his talk
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Exquisitely prepared Japanese cuisine

Setting the stage for the FIDEM XXXVI  
Opening Ceremonies.

Breakout session with students

Near the Hotel Gajoen Tokyo (right)

Beautiful artwork adorning walls at Hotel Gajoen Tokyo – 
XXXVI FIDEM Congress and Exhibit location
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In these modern times, art medalists have more 
resources available for sculpting, in both material 
and methods, than ever before. This, of course, can be 
both exciting and liberating to an artist, or, completely 
overwhelming. Whether you are new to medallic art, 
or an established medallist with preferred media and 
technique, it is beneficial to know what is available.

Today, traditional sculpting (hand modelling in a soft 
material and/or carving), as well as new technology 
(digital modelling and rapid prototyping), are both 
being used by artists to ‘sculpt’ an a original model
for further mould making and subsequent casting, 
usually in bronze. Both  methods hold merit and 
have their own advantages and shortfalls. Artists
often find they have a natural affinity for one and 
perhaps, even a disdain for the other. Both classic 
and modern methods are relevant today however, 
regardless of personal preference. Knowing what 
possibilities are available in traditional and digital 
technologies; or an exciting combination of both, 
may come in handy for your professional practice, or 
may just be interesting to know about or even try!

As an art medallist and art foundry owner, I have 
experience with most of these techniques and have 
compiled a brief overview of traditional sculpting 
media and modern methods that are being used by 
medallic and relief sculptors today.

TRADITIONAL
Art medalists have always used two methods of 
creating their artworks, incorporating a plethora of 
materials. One approach is the modelling method, 
or additive sculpting, the other practice being sub-

tractive sculpting used during carving. The most 
common traditional medias for additive works are 
wet clay, plasticine and wax, though mashed potatoes 
have been known to be a popular material for aspiring 
young artists. As for carving, wood or stone have 
always been the “go-to”, with fall and winter fairs 
throwing butter or ice into the mix to spice options 
up a bit. No matter the media, traditional sculpting 
is done by hand and the material physically formed 
into an actual object you can see and hold in real life. 
The artist goes back and forth, adding, or taking away; 
scraping a bit here, pushing a little there, until the 
media they are working with reflects their concept. 
Very different from today, where, using a computer, 
one can create an artwork digitally; manipulating it on 
the screen until ready to have another machine print 
or carve it, only then making it an actual physical 
creation.

For the purposes of bronze casting a medal we most 
often have anartist supply us with a sculpture created 
utilizing the additive method in a soft material such 
as water or oil based clay (plasticine), or wax. They 
usually use a flat board, and sculpt their medal in 
relief. The board gives them something to hold onto 
and gives structure to the art so they can work safely. 
In this case, they would have to sculpt the obverse 
and the reverse (front and back) separate, which 
would then be assemble together later in the process. 
For this method mould making is required.

Those who sculpt directly in wax, often using a combi-
nation of the additive and subtractive techniques, are 
able to work on their artwork in the round; on both 
the front and back, eliminating the use of sculpting 

Creating a Model:
Methods and Materials

Written by Marina Guglielmi
Edited by Tyler Balko
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on a flat surface. In this case, mould making is not 
required, but only if a single casting is needed.

In either case, few tools are needed by the artist, just a 
board, their material of choice and a few sculpting tools.

In rare cases an artist will present me with a medal 
that they have carved in stone or wood. While it is 
possible to create a bronze in these instances, a 
mould is almost always required.

Traditional sculpting methods are sometimes consid-
ered less accurate and too time consuming by those 
who prefer digital creation methods, however, tradi-
tional methods and media have something no
digital processes can replicate: human touch. Many 
artists feel that there is a quality in a hand sculpted 
surface that can create a strong emotional connec-
tion between the artwork and the viewer that digitally 
manifested work cannot.

Bronze medals by Elaine Jaques in the process of mould 
making. These medals were sculpted in wax and cast 
directly. Moulds are being made to cast multiples.

Example of plasticine model in progress on 
acrylic board. Sculpt by Marina Guglielmi

Clay Shaper (rubber) and Metal tools great for traditional sculpting

Example of bronze casting originally derived from a CNC 
milled rubber plate from a custom stamp manufacturer
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MATERIALS METHODS TOOLS PROS CONS

Oil Based clay • additive sculpting BEST - Metal or rubber • different hardnesses
(plasticine) • hand modelling tools  available
	 •	requires	mould		 OK	-	plastic	or	wood	 •	finest	detail	can	be 
  making for  tools  achieved
  continuation to lost  • reusable
  wax bronze casting  • will never dry out

 TIPS -  • heat	up	for	malleability,	cool	down	to	increase	hardness	for	fine	details	or	carving
   • choose colours like terracotta or grey. They show the best light and dark tones when   
    relief sculpting.

Water Based • additive sculpting • any modelling tool • inexpensive • must be kept 
Clay • hand modelling  will work (wood, clay, • readily available  moist for the 
 • requires mould   rubber, plastic, metal, • medium to high   duration of sculpting 
  making for   etc.)  detail can be • can be dusty
  continuation to lost    achieved • less control over 
  wax bronze casting   • could potentially be  consistancy than oil
	 	 	 	 	 	 fired	into	a	ceramic	 	 based
      medal

 TIPS -  • use	a	fine	clay	(like	porcelain)	for	fine	details	and	a	smoother	look
	 	 	 •	use	a	clay	with	grog	for	a	more	natural,	textured	finish
   • don’t make your sculpting board out of wood as it will warp, often even when sealed.  
    Try acrylic sheet, or even an old tile.
   • store works in progress in Tupperware with a lid and a moist sponge inside.

Wax • additive sculpting • you should use medal • different hardness • requires more 
 • hand modelling  tools for wax. They  available  technical skill and
 • could be cast directly  are the only tools you • can be uysed for   care in prep 
  for a single casting (a  can completely clean  direct sculpting, or  for direct casting
  mould would be  the wax off of, plus   casting into a mould 
	 	 required	for	multiples)	 	 you	can	heat	them	up	 •	fine	detail	can	be	 	
    to manipulate the wax  achieved

  TIPS -  • get to know your wax types: use a hard wax for casting and a soft wax for touch ups  
     of direct sculpting
    • use a solvent for smoothing NEVER USE OIL OR VASELINE! (a citrus based cleaner   
     or natural turpentine works well)

Carving • reductive sculpting • tool choice is material • a hard model is  • requires more 
Material • usually requires  dependant  created  tools and space
  mould making • usually chisels,    • knowledge of wood 
	 	 	 	 hammers,	files,		 	 	 	 or	stone	carving
    pneumatic tools etc.    required

  TIPS -  • try	specifically	a	gunsmithing	vice	for	holding	on	to	small	art	objects		 	
    while carving. The vice grips are stong, but are also curved and felt 
    padded.

TRADITIONAL CHART
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DIGITAL
Digital technologies have changed the world in which 
we live, as well as the way we make art. Medalists 
now have the ability to enhance a hand sculpted work, 
or to create a medal for production without physically 
making anything. Pixelated mashed potatoes or 
butter if you will.

Those of us that are into such things now have an 
abundance of digital sculpting tools and rapid proto-
typing methods available. There are many programs 
and apps that allow the artist to 3D sculpt (digital 
sculpting or modelling) using the software to manip-
ulate a digital object as if it were made of a real life 
substance such as clay. The final design can then be 
made physical by rapid prototyping; 3D printing and 
other computer aided manufacturing process like 
milling and turning. 

Relief work can be very effective using these pro-
grams. In fact, The U.S. Mint hired their first full 
time, fully digital sculptor Joe Menna way back in 
2005 and in 2019 he became the U.S. Mint’s Chief 
Engraver. Even the traditional sculptors there now 
utilize digital technology to enhance their work. 

If fully sculpting something on the computer does 
not sound appealing then perhaps enlisting digital 
technologies as an assistant would be more suitable. 
The majority of medallist are looking for computer 
aided techniques for enhancing work, and most often 
for adding text. Almost all the digital manipulation 
we see in medal art or relief sculpture is in incorpo-
rating text. Most artists despise sculpting text, and 
others are restricted to using computers to assist, as 
their commissioners require a certain font or style. 
In either case, the artist can create, or hire someone 
to create, a digital file of the text they would like to 
include on a medal, have that rapid prototyped in a 
hard material, then sculpt on top of that hard materi-
al. Essentially one is creating a ‘blank’ with the text 
already on it and then traditional sculpting over the 
empty area to create a hybrid model for mould 
making and casting. This can be as simple as creating 
a design in a word processor (Microsoft Word or 
Apple Pages) then exporting it as a vectorized PDF 
file and sending it to a laser cutter for direct cut out. 

Of course, it can also be much, much, more compli-
cated than that depending on the equipment avail-
able and design requirements of the artist.

Digital technologies are skill based and require 
someone knowledgable to execute. If you are doing 
something simple, there are ways to train yourself 
the fundamentals through free online tutorials and
training (YouTube), but if you don’t understand the 
basics of this language, it is best to find someone to 
assist. A little research is required on the artist’s part 
if this process is new to them. Equipment is required, 
so if you don’t have it you will have to find someone 
who does. Get in touch with the person or company 
who will be creating your physical model (a lasercutter, 

Rapid Prototyped  
Flexography plate.  
Work In Progress by 
Lorraine Wright.

Traditional Sculpting in 
plasticine over a digitally 
executed ‘blank’ with 
text. Work In Progress  

by Lorraine Wright

Final bronze sculpture 
(from hybrid traditional 
and digital sculpted 

model) 
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STEP PROCESS THE BASICS EXECUTION MATERIAL

1. Digital File 3D file  • A 3D file format is used for storing  Software dependant on 
     information about 3D models. required rapid proto- 
	 	 	 	 •	3D	file	is	used	to	rapid	prototype		 	 typing	choice
     something in 3 dimensions. For digital     
    • This is required if you’re sending an entire  sculpting try:
     relief with multiple levels or a dimensional  - ZBrush
     sculpture for rapid prototyping. - Blender
	 	 	 	 •	If	you’re	3D	modelling,	this	is	the	file	you	 -	Sculpris
     will create - Tinkercad
    • Each industry has its own popular 3D file
     formats for historical and practical   

   TIPS -  • take a class to get the basics of these programs (in class, online, free tutorials   
      etc.) and utilize the software companies free trials.

1. Digital File Vector or • this would be best used for creating a Software dependant on 
 2D file   medal blank with text. required rapid proto- 
    • can be as simple as a vectorized pdf or   typing choice
     as complex as a 2DCAD	file	 For	real	2D		 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 			 files	you	need
       a CAD program
      
   TIPS -  •  find	your	rapid	prototyper	first,	and	find	out	what	kind	of	file	they	require	to
     create your blank.
    • Custom stamp makers, signage companies, and lithographic printers may be   
     willing to do this

 

DIGITAL CHART

3D printer, CNC shop, etc) and see what they require 
in terms of a digital file first. Keep in mind most of 
these companies will make the file for you for a fee, 
which is a very helpful resource. Don’t fret if you’re in 
an area with little access to such technology. One 
work-around for that is to find someone locally that 
makes custom rubber stamps, lithographic printers, 

or carved signs. There is most likely a company like 
that near you. The sign carvers usually use CNC 
technology to carve in high density urethane
foam or wood, and stamp makers do as well to 
create rubber or flexography plates for stamps and 
litho printing.
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STEP PROCESS THE BASICS EXECUTION MATERIAL

2. Rapid Lasercutting • uses a laser to cut through hard materials Lasercutting  Material options
   Prototyping or etching  medal blank with text. machine required depends on 
    • can also engrave a surface instead of  laser company
     cutting  and their  
	 	 	 	 •	usually	requires	vector	file	types		 	
     (.ai, .eps, .svg)  usually include:
        • wood, acrylic
            plexi, foam,  
             linoleum,
            hardboard (MDF)  
   TIPS - •  choose a hard material like acrylic in a solid colour (nothing translucent, it is  
     distracting for sculpting on).

2.  Rapid CNC (milling	 •	a	router-like	tool	carves	out	a	flat	plane	 CNC	machine	 Material	options		  
 Prototyping or turning) • can carve in layers or straight through required depends on 
	 	 	 	 •	usually	.dxf	file	 	 CNC	company		
        and their
        equipment, but  
        usually similar
        to the 
        lasercutter

   TIPS - •  if	you	have	fine	details,	always	get	two	blanks	made	at	the	same	time	in	case
     something happens to one. It is less expensive to get two made at once than to  
     have to go back for another.

2. Rapid 3D Printing	 •	prints	out	an	object	in	3D	dimensions	 3D	printer	 Material	options
   Prototyping   	 •	usually	an	.obj	or	.stl	file	 required	 include	PLA,		 	
        resin or 
        lost wax,   
        castable wax 
   TIPS -  •  chose the highest quality print, and the lowest cost material.
    • the castable wax is not always the best option for direct metal casting, talk to   
	 	 	 	 	 your	foundry	first.	For	some	reason	it	is	also	crazy	expensive	at	this	time.		

DIGITAL CHART con’t

3D print from a file 
created in Tinkercad 
by Lorraine Wright

The possibilities are endless in the digital realm and 
it’s worth knowing or experimenting with these new 
and exciting possibilities. But don’t feel that you have 
to stick with them if you don’t care for them; you can 
always go back to the basics…mashed potatoes!
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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to visit 
a town dedicated to the art of sculpture? If you ever 
visit the town Pietrasanta, you’ll find your answers. 
Located in coastal Tuscany, below the marble moun-
tains of Carrara, lies this centuries old town. Pietras-
anta is full of marble carving studios, bronze found-
ries, public sculptures, galleries, skilled artisans and 
artists from all over the world. Pietrasanta is a town 
and commune on the west coast of northern Tuscany 
in Italy, in the province of Lucca, part of Versilia, on 
the last foothills of the Apuan Alps, just north of 
Pisa. The town is located off the coast of the Medi-
terranean Sea and the Pietrasanta Marina, with 
golden sand is considered one of the best beaches of 
Italy. The area, like most of Tuscany, has long enjoyed 
the patronage of artists. Quarrying the stones started 
before Roman times, and Pietrasanta grew to impor-
tance during the 15th century, mainly due to its 
connection with marble. Michelangelo was one of 
the first famous sculptors to recognize the beauty of 
the local stone.  

I had the opportunity to return to Pietrasanta this fall 
with my family. Thirty three years after my first visit 
with students from the Ontario College of Art. My 
husband, George Farmer, is a sculptor and works at 
the foundry at OCADU, and my daughter Krista also 
loves the arts. I have always wanted them to experi-
ence this beautiful town.  While there, we attended a 
two-week marble carving course with Christien 
Sielcken, an artist who works intuitively with hand 
chisels, not pneumatic tools. She taught us the 
proper way to chisel, so you can carve all day and 
your arm does not get tired. We stayed in a lovely 
apartment in the town and rode our bikes out to 
carve each day. We passed lush olive groves and 
many marble yards on the way to Christien’s studio. 
Christien has a whole yard of stone to choose from, 
including marble from Carrara and some alabaster 
from Portugal. 

For my sculpture, I selected an elongated rectangular 
stone and began my process by creating a small 

by Janine LindgrenPietrasanta town square
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plasticine maquette. I was inspired by the block and 
began by dividing my stone into 3 sections. I wanted 
to focus on developing my carving skills and created 
the form with no strong predetermined image. The 
marble started to look figurative or plant like; it is 
hard for me to get away from life forms. 

There is a progression or order to the tools used in 
carving marble. Major chucks of marble could be 
removed by using a power saw to make slices down 
to desired depth. Then, hitting the cut edge with a 
large chisel on a right angle would break the piece 
off. Next is the large point that hits off chunks, 
followed by smaller point for smaller chunks. Then 
comes the claw chisel, which has 3 to 5 teeth that 
you can use to chisel across a plane to smooth out 
bumps and wows created by the points.  The flat, 
does what it is called; makes the surface flat. A 
combination of smooth and textured surfaces arrived 
to by hand chiselling is quite satisfying. The marble 
can be sanded with rasps, files, abrasives, pumice 
and finally polished if desired. There is a great 
sculpture tool shop in town, Milani Utensili, where 
we purchased a good assortment of Italian made 
tools to ship home with our sculptures. Christien 
said it would take 3 days to learn the proper tech-
nique, and sure enough, on the third day I got it! I 
was then able to carve all day without muscle fatigue. 
Carving becomes addictive, and each morning we 
could not wait to return to our stones for the day. 

There are many marble studios around town, with 
indoor and outdoor working areas. Though times are 
changing in Pietrasanta and some studios moved 
further out of town. The claim that marble studios 
are “too dusty for tourists” has led to the rapid 
gentrification of the area. You can, however, still find 
a spot to rent if you want to work independently 
carving. Some residences are also available at found-
ries. We had a tour of The Fonderia Artistica Mariani, 
one of many foundries in Pietrasanta. Since 1952 
this company has been casting work for artists from 
all over the world. They cast work from small medal 
size up to giant outdoor works. 

The Museo dei Bozzetti is a museum unique to 
Pietrasanta, also known as the Maquette Museum, 
or Museum of Sketches. Established in 1984 in an 
old monastery, the collection has over 700 models 
from more than 350 artists, who choose to make 
their sculptures in the studios of Pietrasanta.  Artists 
from all over the world come to Pietrasanta for the 
artisan’s expertise in enlarging and casting, or carving 
their sculptures.  

Going up into the marble quarries of Carrara, high in 
the mountains of Colonotta, was breathtaking. The 
quarries have been in operation for centuries, and 
Michelangelo spent time here selecting his stone 
from Mount Altissimo. A beautiful stone, called 
“Statuario”, pure white, fine grain, no veins, is perfect 
for sculpture, and the famous “David” is carved from 
this. Though this stone is being depleted, there is 
still plenty of the beautiful white marble with gray 
and blue veins. A fantastic outdoor museum, (the 
Cava Museo), displays tools, marble, carvings and 
quarry techniques used over the centuries. 

After our Pietrasanta experience, we were off to 
Florence by train. The marble sculptures we saw in 
galleries and churches, no doubt started their jour-
ney in Carrara and Pietrasanta. After realising how 
challenging it can be to carve hard stone and learn-
ing about the marble quarries and how dangerous it 
was, it made us all the more appreciate the great 
works created over the centuries by skilled stone 
workers, artisans, and artists. And they did not have 
power tools!
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Biking to marble studioCarrara mountains

marble blocksmarble quarries

Janine ready to sculptPietrasantaPietrasanta Janine chiseling
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Biking to marble studio

marble blocks Pietrasanta church gallery  Patina, Mariani’s  

Pietrasanta Marble Studio

Photos by Janine Lindgren, George Farmer, Krista Farmer

Maquette Museum

Christien and Janine

“pointing” to copy

Disk cutting Krista chiselling George chiselling

Links; 
https://fonderiamariani.com
http://www.studiochristien.com/ENG/pag/15/sculpturen.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pietrasanta
http://cavamuseo.com
http://www.museodeibozzetti.it/en/home
https://milaniutensili.it
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Reminder - MASC Membership 2020
Membership dues will be due January 1st 2019, for the 2019 calendar year.

 Business and Institutions  $60.00
 Individual $40.00
 Student $20.00  (enrolled in full time program)
Please pay in Canadian funds for Canadian addresses; US funds for all other locations.

MASC Renewal or New Membership Application
Please fill in the above form if new information for MASC is required

Name:

Address:

Telephone: Email:

PAYPAL is available at medallicart.ca   OR
MAIL cheque to:  The Medallic Art Society Of Canada
  412 Roncesvalles Ave. Suite 115 
  Toronto, ON M6R 2N2


